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Extended abstract 

Loneliness leads to increased morbidity and mortality in elderly individuals, while 

social touch plays a key role in creating social bonds and is linked to positive health 

outcomes. Lonely individuals display hypervigilance for threat, including social 

threat on the one hand and an increased desire to reconnect on the other. This 

may open the way for introducing social cues, such as attribution of benevolence 

or trust, that can change the way lonely individuals perceive social interaction in 

an experimental and therapeutic setting. Therefore, it is important to better 

understand the experience of social touch in lonely individuals, as it may lead to 

novel touch-based therapies for loneliness. This thesis aimed to examine the 

neural and behavioral underpinnings of the perception of social touch in lonely 

elderly individuals. More specifically, the goal was to investigate whether 

loneliness and trust interact to influence the perception of social touch in elderly 

individuals. 

The hypothesis stated that lonelier individuals perceive and process social touch 

differently than less lonely individuals, and expected to find an overall positive 

association of loneliness and activation in social brain areas such as the insular 

cortex, anterior cingulate cortex and medial prefrontal cortex and, especially, 

areas related to reward processing such as the ventral striatum, accompanied by 

a positive relationship of loneliness and ratings of the experience of social touch, 

i.e. pleasantness, wanting, comfort and intensity. We further expected that 

lonelier individuals find affective social touch more pleasant, more intense, more 

comforting, and more wanted when touched by an individual they trust, whereas 

they find it less pleasant, comforting or wanted when touched by someone they 

distrust when compared to less lonely individuals. We expected to observe a 

similar interaction of loneliness and trust in the brain areas associated with social 

cognition. Our hypotheses were in line with the theory that lonely individuals 

display hypervigilance for threat, including social threat, and an increased desire 

to reconnect. We next focused on the anterior insula, a region contributing to the 

salience network that is known to regulate attention to behaviorally meaningful 

stimuli. We hypothesized that the anterior insula displays increased connectivity 

with areas from the salience network, such as the anterior cingulate cortex and 

the amygdala as well as with central executive network areas during slow 

trustworthy social touch. This is in line with the hypothesis that lonelier 

individuals find social stimuli preceded by cues of social acceptance to be more 

meaningful and salient when compared to less lonely individuals.   

Forty-one participants older than 64 years first underwent a trust manipulation 

with two confederates matching their age range and gender, resulting in one 
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trustworthy and one untrustworthy confederate. Following the trust 

manipulation, we conducted a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 

experiment during which the subjects were touched on the forearm by a trained 

experimenter while being led to believe that they were touched by one of the 

confederates in a slow-affective and fast-neutral touch condition.  The design 

consisted of four conditions, comprised of two factors: trust and touch velocity. 

The subjects subsequently rated the experience of the touch after each trial by 

indicating its pleasantness, wanting, intensity and comfort.  

Participants found slow touch significantly more pleasant than fast touch. None of 

the other relationships of the behavioral variables were significant. There was a 

significant association of brain areas implicated in social cognition i.e. the 

operculum, superior temporal pole, fusiform gyrus, the cerebellum, bilateral 

posterior insula, left anterior insula, left caudate, middle cingulate cortex and 

loneliness during the experience of social touch. During the condition of slow 

trustworthy touch we have found a significant association of loneliness and the 

connectivity of the anterior insula with the amygdala and the middle frontal gyrus 

among other regions. Our hypothesis about the interaction of trust and loneliness 

on both the behavioral ratings and neural processing of touch was not confirmed. 

These results indicate that loneliness may be positively related to social touch 

reward and saliency, and highlight the need for further exploration of social touch 

as a possible therapy for the detrimental health effects of loneliness. 

Keywords 

Social cognition, acceptance cues, anterior insula, psychophysiological 

interactions, functional connectivity  
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Povzetek 

Osamljenost vodi v povišano obolevnost in smrtnost pri starejših posameznikih, 

socialni dotik pa igra ključno vlogo pri ustvarjanju socialnih vezi in je pozitivno 

povezan z zdravstvenimi izidi. Osamljeni posamezniki izražajo povišano 

pozornost za grožnje, vključujoč socialne grožnje na eni strani in povišano željo 

po ponovnem povezovanju na drugi strani. To odpira možnosti za vpeljevanje 

socialnih iztočnic, kot so pripisovanje neškodljivosti ali zaupanja, in lahko hkrati 

spremeni način, kako osamljeni posamezniki dojemajo socialno interakcijo v 

eksperimentalnem in terapevtskem okolju. Boljše razumevanje izkušnje 

socialnega dotika pri osamljenih posameznikih je pomembno, saj lahko to vodi v 

potencialne, na dotiku osnovane terapije za osamljenost. Pričujoče magistrsko 

delo raziskuje nevrološko in vedenjsko podlago percepcije socialnega dotika pri 

osamljenih starejših posameznikih. Natančneje, raziskuje, ali osamljenost in 

zaupanje interagirata in vplivata na dojemanje socialnega dotika v ciljni 

populaciji.  

Postavili smo hipotezo, da bolj osamljeni posamezniki dojemajo in procesirajo 

socialni dotik drugače kot manj osamljeni. Pričakovali smo odkritje pozitivne 

povezanosti osamljenosti in aktivacije možganskih področij povezanih s 

procesiranjem socialnih dražljajev kot so npr. inzularni korteks, anteriorni 

cingulatni korteks in medialni prefrontalni korteks ter, še posebej, področij 

povezanih s sistemom nagrajevanja, kot npr. ventralni striatum. Prav tako smo 

pričakovali pozitivno povezanost osamljenosti in ocen izkušnje socialnega dotika, 

tj. prijetnost, zaželenost, tolažljivost in intenzivnost. Dalje smo pričakovali, da 

bodo bolj osamljeni posamezniki doživljali socialni dotik kot prijetnejši, 

intenzivnejši, tolažljivejši in bolj zaželen, ko se jih bo dotikal posameznik, ki mu 

zaupajo. Nasprotno bodo bolj osamljeni posamezniki (v primerjavi z manj 

osamljenimi) izkusili dotik kot manj prijeten, manj tolažljiv ali manj zaželen, ko 

se jih bo dotikal posameznik, ki mu ne zaupajo. Podobno interakcijo pričakujemo 

tudi med osamljenostjo in zaupanjem v aktivnosti možganskih področij povezanih 

s socialno kognicijo. Naše hipoteze so bile postavljene v skladu s teorijo, da 

osamljeni posamezniki izkazujejo povišano pozornost za grožnje, vključno s 

socialnimi grožnjami, in povišano željo po ponovnem povezovanju. Dalje smo se 

osredotočili na anteriorno inzulo, možgansko področje, ki prispeva k 

možganskemu omrežju za pripisovanje relevantnosti, ki regulira pozornost za 

vedenjsko pomembne dražljaje. Hipotetizirali smo, da bo tekom počasnega 

zaupanja vrednega socialnega dotika anteriorna inzula izkazovala višjo 

konektivnost s področji iz omrežja za pripisovanje relevantnosti, kot npr. 

anteriorni cingulatni korteks in amigdala, kot tudi s področji centralnega 
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izvršilnega omrežja. To je v skladu s hipotezo, da bolj osamljeni posamezniki, v 

primerjavi z manj osamljenimi posamezniki, dojemajo socialne dražljaje s 

predhodnimi socialnimi iztočnicami kot bolj pomenljive in relevantne. 

41 udeležencev, starejših od 64 let, je bilo podvrženih eksperimentu manipulacije 

zaupanja z dvema osebama iste starosti in spola, pri čemer se je ena izmed oseb 

izkazala vredna zaupanja, druga pa nevredna. Po eksperimentu manipulacije 

zaupanja smo izvedli eksperiment s funkcijsko magnetno resonanco (fMRI), v 

katerem se je subjektove podlakti dotikal treniran eksperimentator, subjekt pa je 

bil prepričan, da se ga dotika eden od soudeležencev iz predhodnega 

eksperimenta. Uporabljeni sta bili dve vrsti dotika: počasen afektivni dotik in hiter 

nevtralni dotik. Raziskovalni načrt tako sestavljajo štirje pogoji, sestavljeni iz dveh 

faktorjev: zaupanje in hitrosti dotika. Po vsakem poskusu-dotiku so subjekti ocenili 

doživljanje dotika s stopnjo prijetnosti, zaželenosti, intenzivnosti in tolažljivosti. 

Udeležencem se je počasni dotik zdel pomembno prijetnejši kot hiter dotik. 

Nobena od ostalih povezav med vedenjskimi spremenljivkami se ni izkazala kot 

pomembna. Pokazala se je pomembna povezanost področij povezanih s socialno 

kognicijo – npr. operkulum, superiorni temporalni pol, fuziformni girus, mali 

možgani, posteriorna inzula bilateralno, leva anteriorna inzula, levi kaudatum, 

srednji cingulatni korteks – in osamljenostjo med doživljanjem socialnega dotika. 

V pogoju počasnega zaupanja vrednega dotika smo odkrili pomembno povezanost 

osamljenosti in konektivnosti anteriorne inzule z, med drugim, amigdalo in 

medialnim frontalnim girusom. Naša hipoteza o interakciji med vedenjskimi 

ocenami zaupanja in osamljenosti ter nevralnim procesiranjem dotika ni bila 

potrjena. Rezultati kažejo, da je osamljenost morda pozitivno povezana z nagrado 

in relevantnostjo socialnega dotika, kar nakazuje potrebo po nadaljnem 

raziskovanju socialnega dotika kot možne terapije negativnih učinkov 

osamljenosti na zdravje.  

Ključne besede 

socialna kognicija, namigi sprejemljivosti, anteriorna insula, psiho-fiziološke 

interakcije, funkcionalna konektivnost, relevantnost 
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Introduction 

Humans are social beings (Vignieri, 2020) and this reflects in the way their 

environments and lives look like. Rarely one can find a human living in complete 

isolation, and there are many good reasons for this. Whether it is protection, food 

availability, or mating opportunities, being around others brings many benefits 

that make life easier and thus improves the survival rate to those individuals that 

forgo their solitude in exchange for companionship (Vignieri, 2020).  

Given the apparent personal and evolutionary importance of social connections, it 

is reasonable to expect that there are biological and cultural mechanisms in place 

that support the creation and maintenance of interpersonal relationships. Ranging 

from dedicated neural systems that respond in a rewarding manner to social 

contact (Young, 2008), through cognitive processes which evaluate time spent 

with others more positively than time spent alone (Hiatt & Godwin, 1990), to 

group-wide expectations of participation in communal activities (Heyes, 2012), 

there are more than enough incentives to consider contact with others an 

attractive endeavor. 

Evolution, however, rarely works only in one direction. If a specific behavior or 

trait is beneficial to survival, mechanisms are put into place to consolidate its 

prevalence, some examples of which were just mentioned. Yet there are more 

ways to reinforce than a positive one, and in case of social contact, the flipside of 

feeling connected to others is the feeling of being separate from them, or in other 

words, the feeling of loneliness (Perlman & Peplau, 1981). 

Loneliness 

The subjective state of loneliness should be separated from the objective state of 

social isolation which is characterized by minimal social contact with others 

(Berkman, Glass, Brissette, & Seeman, 2000). Rather than being caused by an 

objective lack of social interactions, the feeling of loneliness arises when there is 

a mismatch between the desired and actual closeness between the self and others. 

These can take different forms, depending whether the mismatch arises between 

self and friends and family i.e. social loneliness, or between self and intimate 

others i.e. emotional loneliness (Wenger, Davies, Shahtahmasebi, & Scott, 1996). 

Even though there is a partial overlap between loneliness and states of social 

isolation, the overlap is not complete. This explains how one can feel fully content 

by themselves in solitude for weeks, while another suffers from pangs of loneliness 

even amidst a crowd (Perlman & Peplau, 1981). Whether one feels lonely or not, 

depends on both what they expect and what they receive. In the case of voluntary 

isolation, there is little to no expectation of social contact, and individuals do not 
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experience lack of emotional or relational connections when there is no one 

around. On the other hand, individual in a crowd may feel alone amongst a sea of 

strangers if their needs and expectations of the depth of social contact are not met 

(Perlman & Peplau, 1981; Perlman & Peplau, 1982; Friedler, Crapser, & 

McCullough, 2015). 

To understand the difference between objective lack of social contact (social 

isolation) and perceived lack of social contact (loneliness), one should consider 

the evolutionary explanations of why this feeling arises. Cacioppo and colleagues 

(2006) compare the feeling of loneliness to more basic needs, such as the lack of 

water (thirst) or the lack of food (hunger). This comparison helps underscore the 

importance of desired social interactions, likening them to physiological needs 

that are insurmountable in their necessity for survival. The bigger framework into 

which this comparison belongs is the evolutionary theory of loneliness (ETL; J. T. 

Cacioppo et al., 2006), positing that loneliness is an innate mechanism for 

avoiding situations of increased danger stemming from being alone in a risky 

environment.  

It is important to remember that for the majority of our species existence, almost 

all environments could be considered dangerous. There were sources of danger 

that could cause an injury, making a difference between an evolutionary success 

to survive long enough to have offsprings and an evolutionary failure. The benefits 

of being surrounded by trusted others were many, such as improved hunting 

outcomes and safety during sleep (Cacioppo et al., 2006). 

Lonely individuals are more vigilant when interacting with others, tapping into 

a primal protective mechanism that could be life-saving during the more 

dangerous past (Cacioppo et al., 2006; Hawkley et al., 2007). An interesting side 

note is that this mechanism can lead to a negative feedback loop, where lonely 

people act with mistrust towards others in their social environment, which 

decreases the likelihood that the latter will seek out future contact. In this way, 

the natural side effect of loneliness leads to a lack of social contact and thus more 

opportunities for loneliness to arise (Cacioppo et al., 2006). 

Other impacts of loneliness are deficits in varied aspects of cognitive functioning 

and personality structure. Some of these manifest as a raw decrease in 

performance in executive control (Hawkley, Thisted, & Cacioppo, 2009), while 

other outcomes show themselves in the form of more striking states such as 

psychoses (Neeleman & Power, 1994) and depressive symptoms (Heikkinen & 

Kauppinen, 2004), with older adults suffering also from an increased risk for 

cognitive decline over time (Gow, Pattie, Whiteman, Whalley & Deary, 2007)  and 
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Alzheimer’s disease (Wilson et al., 2007). All of these and more serve to 

accentuate just how impactful can the state of loneliness be.  

The perception of loneliness can lead to decreased quality of life through a number 

of health risks associated with long term state of loneliness. It is important to 

accentuate the difference between short-term and long-term loneliness, as these 

different durations carry very different aftermaths. (Hawkley, Thisted, Masi, & 

Cacioppo, 2010; Hawkley & Cacioppo, 2010). Experiencing short-lasting periods 

of loneliness is nothing out of the ordinary. It is a state that most people recognize 

and have encountered over the span of their lives. When it comes to health 

impacts, short-lasting loneliness can be compared to short-lasting stress. Neither 

of these will cause permanent damage, and oftentimes they lead to increased 

responsivity to the environment, which helps address the problem at hand in an 

adaptive manner (Segrin & Passalacqua, 2010). 

Long-lasting loneliness, on the other hand, is related to maladaptive responses, 

whether in the neural systems or in other physiological systems (Shiovitz-Ezra & 

Ayalon, 2010). The single most revealing link is between loneliness and 

morbidity/mortality stemming from various physiological sources (Eaker, Pinsky, 

& Castelli, 1992; Penninx et al., 1997; Olsen, Olsen, Gunner-Svensson, & 

Waldstrøm, 1991). Considering the varied systems and functions that can be 

influenced by loneliness, the increase in mortality comes as a little surprise. 

Loneliness is associated with elevated blood pressure (Caspi, Harrington, Moffitt, 

Milne & Poulton, 2006), changes in stress reactivity induced within the 

Hypothalamus-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) axis (Hawkley, Masi, Berry, & Cacioppo, 

2006) , decreased quality of sleep (Friedman et al., 2005), and even radical steps 

such as suicide (Goldsmith, Pellmar, Kleinman & Bunney, 2002). Thus loneliness 

can be tied to many life-endangering, or at the very least quality of life decreasing, 

conditions.  

The general trend across the lifespan is a U shaped curve, where the most 

loneliness is experienced early in life, especially in adolescence, with adulthood 

being the least lonely stage of life, slowly becoming more lonelier in old age 

(Pinquart & Sorensen, 2001). This U shaped curve can be observed across many 

populations, and thus likely describes a common pattern of human life (Beutel et 

al., 2017). Of importance for the present research is the finding that around 40% 

of adults aged 65 and higher, experience loneliness, a stark contrast to the average 

of around 10% found in young adults. Finally, to frame the findings in the context 

of the sample used in this study, the prevalence of loneliness in Austria varies 

between 6,5% and 11,2% (Yang & Victor, 2011). The impacts of loneliness 

combined with high prevalence, make it a significant societal problem, one which 
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should be better understood in order for it to be addressed, and that is what this 

thesis sets out to do.  

The social brain and loneliness   
To consider the possible underlying neural structures and mechanisms that might 

be affected by loneliness, it is helpful to understand the circuitry behind social 

cognition in general, as these are the systems that are directly impacted by the 

perceived lack of social interactions. The putative network underlying the 

perception and processing of social stimuli is called the social brain (Adolphs, 

2003).  Depending on the modality being processed, different sensory regions can 

be involved in the processing of social cues. Regions involved in primary sensory 

processing e.g. visual cortices, are the starting point for processing of visual cues 

or auditory cortices for auditory cues. Two streams of information have been 

observed across different modalities: the primary stream, which carries the 

modality-specific information, and the secondary stream, which carries 

information about the social valence of the perceived stimulus, i.e. whether the 

face is threatening or neutral (Jiang & He, 2006). Of importance for further 

integration of the socially relevant aspects of the percept is the subsequent 

processing in a set of regions, which can be seen as the core of the social brain. 

These are the following: the amygdala related to emotional processing, the 

orbitofrontal cortex for emotion regulation, and temporal poles involved in 

semantic representations and social processing (Brothers, 2002; Adolphs, 2003). 

In addition to these three core regions, there are other additional neural 

landmarks that are of importance during different aspects of social processing, 

such as the insula for affective processing and empathy, especially the anterior 

insula, ventral striatum involved in reward processing, anterior and posterior 

cingulate cortex involved in expectation processing and mental content attribution 

respectively (Lieberman, 2007), posterior superior temporal sulcus together with 

the temporoparietal junction involved in social movement prediction and the 

experience of social touch (Frith, 2007; Gordon et al., 2013), medial prefrontal 

cortex associated with metalizing (Frith, 2007), among others.  

A study by Nakagawa et al (2015) found that loneliness scores were negatively 

correlated with regional white matter density in the right anterior insula, posterior 

superior temporal sulcus and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, among other brain 

areas, which are areas also involved in the processing of affective, social touch 

(Gordon et al., 2013). These findings were in line with a study using diffusion 

tensor imaging that reported significantly decreased functional anisotropy of the 

ventral attention network, also known as the salience network in loneliness (Tian 

et al., 2014). Furthermore, a study providing evidence from patients with brain 
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lesions found that individuals with lesions in the anterior insula and prefrontal 

cortex scored lowest on the UCLA loneliness scale (Cristofori et al., 2019). The 

authors speculated that socially painful perception could spread from the anterior 

insula to the prefrontal cortex. Furthermore, the anterior insula is activated during 

a condition of social exclusion as compared to social inclusion but did not correlate 

with self-reported distress (Eisenberger, Lieberman, & Williams 2003). The 

bilateral anterior insula and the anterior cingulate cortex were found to be 

consistently activated during social rejection in a meta-analysis (Cacioppo et al., 

2013). Decreased volume of the posterior superior temporal sulcus and middle 

temporal gyrus were also found in lonely individuals (Kanai et al., 2012). All of 

the aforementioned evidence is in accordance with the notion that the social brain 

is critical to perceived social connectedness and feelings of loneliness (Wong, 

Yeung, & Lee, 2018). There is evidence that the anterior insula acts in accordance 

with the anterior cingulate cortex forming the salience network, to transform 

relevant sensory information into subjective feelings and behavior (Medford & 

Critchley, 2010). These two regions have also been implicated in the 

representation of interpersonal relationships (Wager & Barrett, 2017).  

The anterior insula has been shown to be the seat of emotional awareness (Wager 

& Barrett, 2017). It is thought that as a hub of the salience network, the anterior 

insula is involved in dynamic switching between the default mode network and 

the cognitive control network to select relevant sensory input and recruit higher 

cognition and emotion processing brain networks (Vinod Menon & Uddin, 2010). 

The anterior insula is an important region of interest when it comes to researching 

the neural underpinnings of social acceptance cues and loneliness, as in this case 

it is of importance to know that these stimuli are perceived as salient both 

emotionally and cognitively by the lonely individual. It is understudied to date, 

how does the connectivity of the insula relate to loneliness during the perception 

of social touch. Therefore, in this thesis, one of the aims is to explore the functional 

connectivity of the anterior insula during the perception of trustworthy slow touch 

as compared to untrustworthy slow touch, and its relationship to loneliness.   

Trust and loneliness 

Lonely individuals are less trusting (Rotenberg et al., 2010). The relationship 

between trust and loneliness in the elderly is generally understudied to the present 

day, however, Rotenberg et al. (2004) assessed the relationship between trust and 

loneliness by engaging children in the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, designed to 

assess reciprocal trusting behaviors. The authors showed that loneliness was 

negatively correlated with every measure of trust belief and trusting behavior. The 

authors further extended their work to show that trust is similarly negatively 
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correlated with loneliness in early childhood and adulthood (Rotenberg et al., 

2010). 

Lonely individuals are cautious and hypervigilant when engaging in social 

interaction (J. T. Cacioppo & Hawkley, 2005; Cacioppo et al., 2006; Jones, Hobbs, 

& Hockenbury, 1982; Nurmi & Salmela-Aro, 1997), possibly aiming to minimize 

the possibility of rejection. This behavior is in line with a need to feel secure and 

protected against negative outcomes described in Higgins (1997), but also in 

accord with the evolutionary theory of loneliness according to which lonely 

individuals are more vulnerable as they do not belong to a group that increases 

the survival likelihood (Cacioppo, Cacioppo, & Boomsma, 2014) and thus perceive 

their social environment as threatening and less rewarding (Cacioppo & Hawkley, 

2009; Qualter et al., 2015). On the other hand, lonely individuals show an 

increased desire to establish a social connection (Gardner, Pickett, & Brewer, 

2000; Pickett & Gardner, 2005), and show higher ventral striatum activation than 

non-lonely, when shown pictures of close others, which Inagaki and colleagues 

interpret as a “hunger for connection” (Inagaki et al., 2016). 

This hunger for connection in lonely individuals may be the key needed for 

successful interventions in mitigating the detrimental health effects of loneliness 

as it may change how a lonely individual reacts towards positive social cues, 

changing neutral or even negative reactions to positive ones (Inagaki et al., 2016). 

Trust means to assume that the outcomes from another person will be favorable 

in the future (Lindskold, 1978). There are a large number of definitions of trust 

in the literature (McKnight & Chervany, 2001), including the definition of trust as 

a behavioral reliance on another person under a condition of risk (Currall & Judge, 

1995). The confidence in the motives of another individual and the willingness to 

be dependent on another contrasts with threat perception and is termed 

attribution of benevolence (Currall & Judge, 1995), which further in this thesis 

will be refered to as trust or trustworthiness.  

It is hypothesized that trust can influence how one perceives an interaction with 

another person (Bell, Robinson, Katona, Fett, & Shergill, 2019; Fett et al., 2012; 

Filkowski, Anderson, & Haas, 2016; Yan, Yong, Huang, & Ma, 2018). This is 

intuitive – after all, people react more positively to close others than strangers 

(Salazar, 2015). One hypothesis is that trust is established through acceptance 

cues, which are behavioral responses indicative of openness to contact with the 

other person (Lucas, Knowles, Gardner, Molden, & Jefferis, 2010). It might be that 

the presence of these cues in an interpersonal exchange can serve to establish 

trust, which then opens the lonely individuals to having interactions that they 
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innately desire yet are often too vigilant to engage in (Cacioppo & Hawkley, 

2005). 

Over the last several decades trust has been measured and manipulated in 

experimental settings (Johnson & Mislin, 2011). One of the earliest works of trust 

measurement and manipulation was a social-economic trust game created by 

Cramerer and Weigelt (Camerer & Weigelt, 1988). This game is based on the 

hypothesis that trusting or trustworthy behavior is linked to better economic 

outcomes that is very well grounded in previous literature (Arrow, 1972; 

Fukuyama, 1995; Johnson & Mislin, 2011). In this work, we use the simplified 

version of the Cramerer and Weigelt game (Berg, Dickhaut, & McCabe, 1995a) to 

manipulate trustworthiness in the study participants, to serve as a positive cue of 

acceptance (trustworthy) and negative social cue (untrustworthy). The 

importance of trust in how lonely individuals perceive social stimuli is considered 

within this work, with the aim of explaining its possible effects on targeted social 

stimuli as an intervention to loneliness.  

Social Affective Touch 

Somatic sensation serves two main purposes: discriminatory and affective touch. 

Affective touch is the touch associated with pain but also with the emotional and 

affiliative experience of social touch (Francis McGlone, Vallbo, Olausson, Loken, 

& Wessberg, 2007). Considering how simple this behavior is in its description, the 

effects that it can have on the person which receives the touch can be surprising. 

Whether it is decreased blood pressure or adjustments in the activity of the 

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, social touch carries more than just the weight 

of a hand (Field, 2010). Past the physiological effects, there is the social effect of 

strengthening the bond between the people engaged in social touch, both those 

touching and those being touched (Löken & Olausson, 2010). 

The overall pleasantness of social, affective touch depends on the location and the 

speed of the touch. Of special importance for affective touch is the class of 

unmyelinated peripheral nerve fibers C tactile afferents (Olausson, Wessberg, 

McGlone, & Vallbo, 2010). These fibers are found in the hairy skin of humans, 

with increased numbers in the forearm areas (Jönsson et al., 2017), but not in the 

glabrous skin i.e. palm. This makes the forearm an ideal target for experimental 

manipulation of social touch. When it comes to speed of stimulation, the fibers are 

most sensitive to stroking with the velocity of 1−10 cm/s (Morrison, Löken, & 

Olausson, 2010), and with temperatures close to that of the human skin (Ackerley 

et al., 2014).  

In a study investigating the relationship between affective touch and social 

exclusion (von Mohr, Kirsch, & Fotopoulou, 2017), the authors have demonstrated 
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that administering slow affective touch as compared to fast-neutral touch, led to 

decreased feelings of exclusion.  

In the present study, social, affective touch plays a crucial role as the social 

stimulus of interest. The collection of regions involved in the processing of social, 

affective touch identified in past research include the posterior superior temporal 

sulcus, medial prefrontal cortex/dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (I. Gordon et al., 

2013), pregenual anterior cingulate cortex (Lindgren et al., 2012), and posterior 

insular cortex (Björnsdotter & Olausson, 2011). Tying in with the parcellation of 

the social brain, some of these regions have already been mentioned when 

discussing this network important in social cognition. 

Aim and hypotheses 
In this thesis, we seek to examine the neural and behavioral underpinnings of the 

perception of social touch in lonely elderly individuals. More specifically, we aim 

to investigate whether loneliness and trust influence the perception of social touch 

in elderly individuals. 

We hypothesized that lonelier individuals find affective social touch more 

pleasant, more intense, more comforting and more wanted when touched by an 

individual they trust, whereas they find it less pleasant, comforting or wanted 

when touched by someone they distrust when compared to less lonely individuals. 

In lonely individuals, when touched by a trustworthy individual, we expected a 

positive association between loneliness and the activity in the brain areas 

associated with pleasant affective touch, social signals, and reward processing: the 

insula, posterior superior temporal sulcus, and medial prefrontal cortex. Our 

hypotheses are in line with the theory that lonely individuals display 

hypervigilance for threat, including social threat, and an increased desire to 

reconnect especially when enhanced by a positive social cue such a trust (Hawkley 

& Cacioppo, 2010). We hypothesized that lonelier individuals perceive and 

process social touch differently than less lonely, and expected to find an overall 

positive association of loneliness and activation in social brain areas i.e. insular 

cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, and medial prefrontal cortex, and especially, 

areas related to reward processing such as the ventral striatum. We further 

focused on the anterior insula, a region contributing to the salience network that 

is known to regulate attention to behaviorally meaningful stimuli. We 

hypothesized that the connectivity of the anterior insula displays increased 

connectivity with areas from the salience network, such as the anterior cingulate 

cortex and the amygdala as well as with central executive network areas. This is 

in line with the hypothesis that lonelier individuals find social stimuli preceded by 
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cues of social acceptance to be more meaningful and salient than less lonely 

individuals (Inagaki et al., 2016). 

Materials and Methods 

Participants 

Our sample comprised 41 right-handed participants (20 female) older than 64 

years (M=70.48 years; SD=4.65), with age ranging between 65-84 years.  

The potential participants were recruited through contacting communities for 

elderly individuals, through our Facebook page and various Facebook groups, and 

through flyers and posters placed in locations often frequented by elderly 

individuals. Our goal was to recruit healthy participants older than 64 years, that 

were comfortable with using a computer, without a history of neurological or 

psychiatric disorders that were eligible to undergo MR scanning.   

Upon initial contact, the potential participant received the UCLA Loneliness Scale 

(UCLA-LS), an MR-safety questionnaire, and a short questionnaire covering the 

sociodemographic information, accompanied by informed consent, together with 

questions about current use of psychotropic medications and history of psychiatric 

and neurological disorders. With the participants that met the initial criteria we 

arranged an appointment at the SCAN-Unit of the University of Vienna for further 

screening, during which we administered the Mini-Mental State Examination 

(MMSE) to assess the presence of dementia and cognitive decline. Additional 

questionnaires were administered during this appointment that are not covered 

by this thesis. We didn’t proceed the testing with participants who scored 26 or 

lower on the MMSE. 

Further, exclusion criteria included not being comfortable with basic usage of a 

computer, i.e. using a computer less than once per month as the tasks required 

computer use, prior participation in psychology studies, being a current or a 

former student of psychology, having completed less than 9 years of formal 

education, having a past or current psychiatric or neurological disorder and 

current use of psychotropic medication. 

Two participants were excluded because they did not meet the cognitive 

functioning criteria, one participant was excluded because of technical problems 

in the scanner, one participant was excluded because of a metal object in their 

head that caused scanning artifacts. 

The study was ethically approved by the ethical committee of the Medical 

University of Vienna and each participant received a payment of 40€ plus 

additionally up to 5€ depending on the results of the economic trust game. 
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Behavioural metrics 

Cognitive function 

As cognitive function can decline and the risk of dementia increases with aging 

(Ferencz & Gerritsen, 2015; Sato, 2016; Wahl et al., 2017), both of which could 

introduce a variable outcome in our study  (Kessler, Markowitsch, & Denzler, 

2000), we used the German version of the Mini-Mental State Examination 

(MMSE; Folstein, Robins, & Helzer, 1983) to screen for cognitive impairment. The 

MMSE is a widely used test for cognitive function among the elderly. It includes 

tests for attention, memory, orientation, and visual-spatial skills. The MMSE has 

a maximum score of 30 points, while lower scores indicate lower cognitive 

functioning (Folstein et al., 1983). The cut-off value was 26, meaning that no 

person who scored 26 or less was further tested. 

Loneliness 

In order to measure the perception of loneliness, we used the third version of the 

revised UCLA Loneliness Scale (UCLA-LS; Russel, 1996).  UCLA-LS measures a 

person’s subjective feelings of loneliness and social isolation. This scale has been 

tested and validated on elderly adults, older than 65, with internal consistency of 

α=.89 and was shown to be highly reliable with test-retest reliability over a period 

of one year (r=.73; Russel, 1996).  This version of the scales has been simplified 

especially to ease the loneliness research in elderly population (Russel, 1996). The 

questionnaire has a score range of 20-80, where higher values correspond to a 

higher level of perceived loneliness. The UCLA-Loneliness Scale has 20 items (e.g 

How often do you feel that you lack companionship?; How often do you feel 

outgoing and friendly?) and has a four-point Likert scale on which participants 

can give an answer from 1 (Never) to 4 (Often; Russel, 1996) Since this 

questionnaire is in English, it was translated and back-translated (to validate the 

translation accuracy) in the SCAN-unit lab with the help of a German/English 

native speaker. 

fMRI acquisition 

The functional MR images were acquired on a Siemens MAGNETOM Skyra, 3-

Tesla MRI-scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany), equipped 

with a 32-channel head coil. A gradient-recalled EPI-sequence with distortion 

correction was used. With repetition time, TR=704 ms; echo time, TE = 34ms, 

flip angle, FA = 50° and voxel size = 1.5 × 1.5 × 3 mm, 32 slices. The tasks were 

programmed and presented via Cogent2000 v.1.29 implemented in Matlab 2016 

(The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). 
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Experimental Procedure 
The experimental procedure went as follows: First, we would welcome the 

participant at the entrance of the University Dental Clinic of Vienna, where the 

scanning took place. Next, the participant was invited to fill out informed consent 

and an MR safety questionnaire, both for the second time. Subsequently, we gave 

a short overview, describing the upcoming procedures and began the training for 

the tasks.  

During the task training and until the participant was placed inside the scanner, 

we followed a script in instructing the participants. Before the task training, the 

participant was introduced to two confederates, both being individuals matched 

in age and gender to the participant, who were also instructed to act according to 

the script. The participant was led to believe that the confederates are both 

volunteers, unfamiliar to the experimenters and that, like themselves, they will 

participate in the study by performing slightly different tasks during the time they 

are in the scanner. The confederates were paid 7,5€ per hour and were previously 

trained to act as naive participants. 

The training began with the social touch task, where the participant read a power-

point presentation with instructions on what to expect and what will take place 

during the task. Then an experimenter marked a 9cm space on the upper part of 

their forearm, followed by four rounds of practicing the social touch in both the 

slow and fast conditions. 

Subsequently, the participant trained to rate the touching experience to get used 

to entering inputs via the same controller they would later use in the scanner.  

Meanwhile, the confederates were told, while the participant was listening, that 

they will get further instructions on how to perform the touching, to lead the 

participant to believe that they will be touched by the confederates later during 

the experiment. 

Subsequently, the participant together with the confederates practiced the 

economic decision game that we used as trust manipulation. Each one played the 

game on a separate computer, being told that they are playing with a computer 

while in the actual experiment, they will play with each other. This game they 

were told will be played while the participant is in the scanner and the 

confederates play it with them from a computer room nearby. Following the 

practice rounds, they received control questions to check if they understood the 

game. These were questions asking them to calculate the amount of money they 

have earned and the other player (the computer algorithm in the training case) 

has earned. 
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We reversed the sequence of training the tasks, training first the touch task and 

then the economic trust game, to conceal the purpose of the game as a trust 

manipulation for the social touch task. 

Next, the participant practiced an interoception task that is not covered by this 

thesis and thus will not be covered in the following text. At this point, the 

confederates were told that they would go to the computer room to prepare for 

the following tasks, after which they left the clinic. 

After being comfortably placed in the scanner, the participant first played the 

economic trust game, after which followed the social affective touch task. Before 

the beginning of the social affective touch task, two experimenters entered the MR 

scanning room to let the participant believe that the two confederates were 

entering. One of the experimenters in the scanner room left quietly soon after 

entering. 

The participant could follow the task on a screen visible through a mirror attached 

to their head coil. The experimenters could communicate with the participants 

through an intercom and the participant could draw the attention of the 

experimenters and stop the scanning at any time by pressing a button.  

Trust game 

The trust game was the first task the participant engaged in while in the scanner. 

This task was an economic decision-making game based on Berg, Dickhaut, & 

McCabe (1995b), but further developed to a multi-round trust game by Team 

(2013). The participant was told that they play this game with the two 

confederates while in reality, they played with a computer algorithm. The goal of 

the trust game was for one of the confederates to earn the trust of the participant 

by always being generous to them thus becoming the trustworthy confederate, 

while the other confederate would play unfair and always transfer fewer points to 

them to become the untrustworthy one. A picture on the screen in the scanner 

indicated which of the confederates was the current player while the participant 

could enter their input via a controller. In the beginning, the participant received 

a starting amount of 10 points, after which they had to transfer an amount of their 

choosing, 1-10 points to the other player-confederate. The amount once received 

by the confederate gets tripled, and the confederate decides how many points they 

will send back to the participant. There were 20 rounds played with each 

confederate in a randomized sequence. After each round, the starting amount was 

reset to 10 points. The participant was encouraged to win a maximum amount of 

points. The participant later received euros at an exchange rate of 10 

points=7cents, having the possibility to earn up to 5€ in the game. The 

manipulation consisted of one confederate (trustworthy) transferring consistently 

more money to the participant, thus earning their trust, and the other confederate 
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(non-trustworthy) constantly transferring fewer points. We used the amount of 

money that the participant transferred to the confederates in the economic trust 

game as a measure of whether the trust manipulation worked. If the participants 

sent significantly more money to the trustworthy confederate and less to the 

untrustworthy confederate, we would deem the manipulation successful.  

 

Social touch task 
The social touch task consisted of two factors: trust (one trustworthy and one 

untrustworthy toucher as a result of the economic game trust manipulation) and 

touch velocity. These two factors together made four conditions: slow-

trustworthy, slow-untrustworthy, fast-trustworthy and fast-untrustworthy. 

The paradigm consisted of two blocks per condition, making it a total of eight 

blocks of social touch. Each block consisted of six repetitions of 6s long intervals 

of touch followed by a jittered interval ranging between 10-14 s of rest, during 

which the participant was shown white cross on a black background as reported 

in previous work (Ilanit Gordon et al., 2013). The sequence of the blocks was 

pseudorandomized. After each block, the participant rated the perceived 

pleasantness, comfort, intensity, and wanting of the touch through a visual-analog 

scale and a controller button box. 

A trained experimenter applied the touch on a previously marked 9cm on the 

participant's left forearm while the participant was instructed to focus on the white 

cross on the screen on black background. The experimenter was trained to apply 

the touch at a constant pressure force of 0.2/0.4N. The slow velocity of the touch 

was 6 cm/s, while the fast touch was 27 cm/s. The participants were told before 

the task but also during the task through the on-screen instructions that they will 

be touched by one of the two confederates at a time, slow and fast, and that this 

will be randomized. Before each touch block, a picture of one of the confederates 

appeared on the screen to indicate that they will be the person touching them. 

The head coil made it impossible for the participant to see who was touching. 

As mentioned above, after each touching block, the participant was shown four 

questions on the screen to rate the perceived pleasantness, comfort, intensity, and 

wanting of the touch. The ratings were registered via a visual analog scale (VAS), 

with extreme anchors. The question for the pleasantness rating was, “How 

pleasant did you find the touch?” with the anchors being very pleasant and not 

pleasant. The question for the comfort rating was, “How comforting did you find 

the touch?” with anchors: very comforting and not comforting. The intensity 

rating question was, “How intense did you find the touch?” being able to rate from 

very intense and not intense. The VAS had 300 points, and higher values indicated 
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higher pleasantness, intensity, comfort, or wanting. The sequence of the ratings 

was pseudorandomized between blocks and participants. 

 
Figure 1. Experimental paradigm during fMRI scanning. The paradigm consisted of four 

conditions: slow-trustworthy, slow-untrustworthy, fast-trustworthy, and fast-untrustworthy.  Two 

blocks per condition, making it in total eight blocks of social touch. Each block consisted of six 

repetitions of 6 s long intervals of touch followed by a jittered interval ranging between 10-14 s of 

rest, during which the participant was shown white cross on a black background. The sequence of 

the blocks was pseudorandomized. After each block, the participant rated the perceived 

pleasantness, comfort, intensity, and wanting of the touch through a visual-analog scale and a 

controller button box. 

  

Statistical analysis 

Behavioral data analysis 

A linear mixed effect model was fitted for the measures investigated in the 

behavioral analyses. For the social touch ratings of pleasantness, wanting, 

comfort, and intensity, the effect of the individual subject was modeled as a 

random effect in order to account for the multiple measurements per subject and 

for the individual subject variance, while the rest of the variables were modeled 

as fixed effects.  

The behavioral analyses were conducted using R 4.0.0 in RStudio version 1.1.463. 

The linear mixed effect was applied by using the package lme4 (Bates, Sarkar, 
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Bates, & Matrix, 2007). In order to compute a p-value for the observed fixed 

effects, each model was fed into an ANCOVA implemented by the package 

lmerTest (Hrong-Tai Fai & Cornelius, 1996). When a significant effect was found, 

we applied a two-sided t-test according to the Satterthwaite’s method (Giesbrecht 

& Burns, 1985; Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017) also included in the 

lmerTest package. Each p-value was subsequently Bonferroni corrected. We 

controlled for age and sex as covariates of no interest. 

For each rating of social touch as a dependent variable, we fitted a model with the 

following parameters as fixed effects: loneliness as measured by the UCLA-LS; 

trust, a two-level factor depending on whether the touch was performed by the 

trustworthy or the untrustworthy confederate; touch velocity, a two-level factor 

of fast and slow touch velocity, the interactions of loneliness and trust and 

loneliness and touch velocity. We controlled for sex and age as covariates of no 

interest. 

In order to check whether the trust manipulation was successful, a linear mixed-

effect model was fitted with the number of points transferred in the trust game as 

the dependent variable and trust and loneliness as parameters. The effect of the 

individual subject was modeled as a random effect.  Age and sex were controlled 

for as covariates of no interest. A paired t-test, according to the Satterthwaite 

method, was applied to compare the number of points transferred to the 

trustworthy player with that of the untrustworthy player. The p-value of this test 

was Bonferroni corrected.  

Functional MRI data analysis 

Activation 

The imaging data were pre-processed with SPM12 (FIL Group, UC London, UK). 

The pre-processing included realignment, slice timing correction, unwarpping, 

coregistration of the functional to the structural image, segmentation into grey 

matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid tissues, spatial normalization to the 

structural image, and spatial smoothing. Subsequently, the first and second level 

data analysis were performed using tools from the FMRIB Software Library (FSL); 

software available at www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl (Smith et al., 2004), specifically FSL 

FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool - for pre-processing and statistical analysis of 

FMRI data;  Woolrich, Ripley, Brady, & Smith, 2001; Woolrich, Behrens, 

Beckmann, Jenkinson, & Smith, 2004). The subjects that displayed high amount 

of movement, i.e. had a framewise displacement higher than 2 mm were excluded.  

In the first level, a model with seven regressors was fitted, two for the confederate 

pictures (one for the trustworthy and one for the untrustworthy), one regressor 

for the touch ratings, and four regressors to model the four touch conditions 

(trustworthy slow, untrustworthy slow, trustworthy fast, untrustworthy fast). The 

http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl
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regressors were convolved with the Double-Gamma hemodynamic response 

function implemented in FSL. In the second-level analysis, a linear mixed-effect 

model was fitted, implemented with FLAME (FMRIB's Local Analysis of Mixed 

Effects). The linear mixed-effect model was comprised of 4 regressors: mean, 

demeaned UCLA loneliness scale, and demeaned sex and demeaned age as 

covariates of no interest. Differential significant contrasts were further masked to 

determine whether the resulting difference stems from the difference in positive 

activations e.g. two regions activated, but one had higher activation than the 

other; deactivation, resulting of two regions deactivating, while one is more 

negative than the other or whether it is the case of comparison of deactivation 

with activation or vice versa.    

 

Psychophysiological interaction 

Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) is a method used to investigate task-related 

brain functional connectivity (Friston et al., 1997). It is a regression-based method 

used to model functional connectivity modulated by task. We conducted this 

analysis using FEAT FSL. As a seed region of interest for our PPI analysis, we used 

the bilateral anterior insula. We obtained the insula regions using the Brainnetome 

atlas (Fan et al., 2016). We aimed to investigate the interaction of anterior insula 

activation with the condition of slow trustworthy touch. In the first level analysis 

model, we included eight regressors: (1) the slow trustworthy condition; (2) the 

slow untrustworthy condition; (3) a regressor for fast trustworthy and (4) fast 

untrustworthy condition; (5) regressors for the touch rating and (6) picture of the 

confederates; (7) the average time course of the voxels of the anterior insula 

activation; (8) the interaction of the anterior insula time course and the regressor 

of the slow trustworthy condition. In the second level analysis, we used four 

regressors: (1) the mean; (2) the demeaned UCLA loneliness scale; (3) demeaned 

age and (4) demeaned sex as covariates of no interest. The significant contrasts of 

the loneliness covariate were further masked by the mean activation of the PPI 

interaction for the slow trustworthy condition. 

Figures 

All the functional activation and connectivity related figures were created using 

Surf Ice, software available at https://www.nitrc.org/projects/surfice/, and 

MRIcroGL, software available at https://www.nitrc.org/projects/mricrogl. The 

figures of the cortical surfaces only serve an illustrative purpose as they are only 

approximately mapping the contrast activations. 

https://www.nitrc.org/projects/surfice/
https://www.nitrc.org/projects/mricrogl
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Results 

Trust manipulation 
The ANCOVA showed that the playing style of the confederate was a significant 

effect (F= 315.69, p=2.2e-16) on the amount transferred by the participant. The 

post-hoc Bonferroni-corrected t-test revealed that, as expected, the investment 

transfer amount was significantly higher for the good (trustworthy) player than 

the bad (untrustworthy; t=17,76, p=4.4e-16). The effect of loneliness was almost 

significant (F=3.02, p=.09), showing a negative relationship with investment. In 

the ANCOVA we controlled for age and sex as covariates of no interest (Figure 2). 

 
 

Figure 2. Trust manipulation result. Difference in means of invested sum, significant at F= 

315.69, p=2.2e-16, during the trust manipulation between the sum invested in the trustworthy 

confederate “Good” and the untrustworthy confederate “Bad”. 

 

Social touch ratings 

Pleasantness. The linear mixed-effects ANCOVA revealed a significant effect for 

touch velocity (F=5.6, p=0.01). A Bonferroni-corrected t-test was performed to 

determine the direction of the effect: t=7.3, p=0.036 for touch velocity, where 

slow touch was rated as significantly more pleasant than fast touch (slow touch: 

M=183.82, SD=64.86; fast touch: M=139.71, SD=71.97). All the other factors 

and interactions of interest were not significant in the pleasantness ratings: trust 

(F= 0.58, p =.44), loneliness (F=.0021, p =.96), trust x loneliness (F = 1.62, p 

=.2), velocity x loneliness (t = .32, p =.5)). 
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Figure 3. Regression and scatter plots for the ratings of social touch. The only significant 

effect in the behavioral analysis was the touch velocity in the pleasantness rating (t=7.3, 

p=0.036), where the pleasantness for slow social touch was rated as higher (A). 

 

Wanting. We observed no significant effects in the wanting ratings analysis. The 

results were as follows: trust (F= 0.24, p =.62), velocity (F=1.37, p=.24), 

loneliness (F=.04, p =.836), trust x loneliness (F = 0.72, p =.39), velocity x 

loneliness (t = .16, p =.68)). 

Comfort. No significant effects were observed in the comfort ratings. We found 

the following results: trust (F= 1.08, p =.29), velocity (F=.17, p=.67), 

loneliness (F=.09, p =.76), trust x loneliness (F=1.9, p =.16), velocity x 

loneliness (t =1.67, p=.19)). 

Intensity. We did not observe any significant effects in the intensity ratings. The 

results were the following: trust (F=.59, p =.44), velocity (F=.52, p=.46), 

loneliness (F=.0057, p =.94), trust x loneliness (F=1.16, p =.28), velocity x 

loneliness (t = 1.3, p=.25).  
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fMRI activation results 
Brain activation maps are provided in Figures 4-8. Peak voxels from identified 

clusters are reported in Tables 1 and 2.  
 

Social touch main effect 

The contrast capturing the main effect of social touch (touch vs. baseline) revealed 

one large significant activation cluster, with peak voxels at the left and right 

Rolandic operculum and the postcentral gyrus. Furthermore, peaks of activation 

were present in the bilateral insular cortex, bilateral superior temporal gyrus, the 

right precentral gyrus and cerebellum (Figure 4). See Table 1, for details.   
 

 

Figure 4.  Activation map of the main effect of touch (touch > baseline) thresholded at 

p=0.001, z=3.1 cluster forming threshold, assessed at p<0.05  

 

Touch velocity main effect 

The main effect of positive activation differences in social touch velocity for the 

contrast fast > slow, exhibited three significant clusters with peak voxels at right 

precentral gyrus, right Heschl’s gyrus and the left Rolandic operculum. Whereas 

the slow > fast contrast revealed one significant cluster with a peak voxels at the 
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right supramarginal gyrus and the right postcentral gyrus (Figure 5). See Table 1 

for details. 
 

 

 

Figure 5. Activation map of the main effect of touch velocity. Masked for only positive 

activation in both the slow and fast touch conditions thresholded at p=0.001, z=3.1 cluster 

forming threshold, assessed at p<0.05. The red-yellow map represents the slow touch-fast touch 

contrast, whereas the blue-green map represents the fast touch-slow touch contrast.    

 

Deactivation effects of touch velocity and trust 

Our analysis did not reveal any positive activation differences between the 

trustworthy and untrustworthy touch. However, it showed significant deactivation 

differences regarding both the factor of touch velocity and the factor of trust 

(Figure 6A).  

 

Touch velocity. For the factor of touch velocity, slow touch deactivated four 

clusters, including the bilateral inferior occipital gyrus, middle frontal gyrus, 

bilateral caudate nucleus and the left supplementary motor area, more than fast 

touch. In the fast touch condition, we identified one cluster where the bilateral 

cerebellum deactivated more than in the slow touch. 
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Trust. The social touch by a trustworthy individual deactivated the bilateral 

lingual gyrus, whereas the social touch by an untrustworthy individual deactivated 

the bilateral inferior occipital gyrus (Figure 6B). See Table 2 for details. 

 

Figure 6. Deactivation differences in the main effects of trust and touch velocity. BOLD map 

of the main effect of touch velocity (A), showing deactivation differences between slow and fast 

touch velocity. Significant differences of the fast > slow touch contrast is depicted with the blue-

green colour map, whereas significant difference of slow > fast touch velocity is depicted in the 

red-yellow colour map. Main effect of trust deactivation (B), where significant differences of 

trustworthy-untrustworthy toucher are shown in red-yellow colormap, and significant difference 

of untrustworthy-trustworthy toucher is shown in blue-green color (B). Both maps are thresholded 

at p=0.001, z=3.1 cluster forming threshold, assessed at p<0.05.  
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Touch*  
H Voxels N p- value Z max x y z 

Rolandic operculum R 51051 0 39.7 46 -30 18 

Rolandic operculum L    -50 -30 16 

Postcentral gyrus L    -56 -20 26 

Fast touch > slow touch (positive activation) 
 

H Voxels N p- value Z max x y z 

Precentral gyrus R 871 2.07e-12 13.7 34 -26 54 

Heschl’s gyrus R 257 5.56e-05 6.94 36 -28 12 

Rolandic operculum L 153 0.00298 -38 -38 -30 16 

Slow touch > fast touch (positive activation)  
H Voxels N p- value Z max x y z 

Supramarginal gyrus R 232 0.000137 4.93 62 -20 20 

Loneliness positive*  
H Voxels N p- value Z max x y z 

Rolandic operculum L 93843 0 18.9 -42 -26 18 

Inferior temporal gyrus R    58 -58 -2 

Postcentral gyrus L    -62 -16 26 

Superior temporal pole R 400 0.00438 6.76 52 24 -16 

Fusiform gyrus R 388 0.0051 5.19 34 -22 -32 

Loneliness negative 
 

H Voxels N p- value Z max x y z 

Middle temporal gyrus R 331 0.0108 8.68 60 -56 12 

Precentral gyrus R 264 0.0277 9.06 58 2 26 

Superior frontal gyrus L 235 0.0424 7.03 -12 48 52 

Superior temporal gyrus R 225 0.0492 6.42 56 -12 4 

Table 1. Peak voxels of clusters identified in significant contrasts.   

*Only one peak voxel coordinates are reported per identified cluster in all contrasts except the contrast of 

Touch and the first and largest cluster of the Loneliness positive association contrast, for which the top three 

peak voxels are reported because of their large size.  
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Fast touch > slow touch (negative activation) 

 H Voxels N p- value Z max x y z 

Inferior occipital gyrus R 11959 7.64e-38 16.9 34 -86 -8 

Middle frontal gyrus R 856 3.16e-06 4.95 40 30 40 

Caudate nucleus L 359 0.00249 4.85 -18 2 18 

Supplementary motor area L 197 0.0402 4.3 -4 12 70 

Slow touch > fast touch (negative activation) 

 H Voxels N p- value Z max x y z 

Cerebellum R 1871 9.87e-11 5.94 16 -64 -16 

Trustworthy > untrustworthy (negative activation) 
 H Voxels N p- value Z max x y z 
Inferior occipital gyrus L 3642 1.18e-16 13.5 -30 -92 -6 

Inferior occipital gyrus R 3208 2.82e-15 14.8 34 -88 -6 

Unrustworthy > trustworthy (negative activation) 
 H Voxels N p- value Z max x y z 
Lingual gyrus  903 1.66e-30 9.25 8 -68 -6 

Table 2. Peak voxels of deactivation clusters identified in significant contrasts. 
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Loneliness main effect 

Lonelier individuals during social touch had higher activation in four clusters 

encompassing the Rolandic operculum, inferior temporal gyrus, left postcentral 

gyrus, superior temporal pole, fusiform gyrus, the cerebellum, bilateral posterior 

insula, left anterior insula, left caudate, middle cingulate cortex and right anterior 

cingulate cortex. Whereas lonelier people had lower activation than less lonely 

people in four clusters, including the posterior superior temporal sulcus, 

precentral gyrus, superior frontal gyrus and superior temporal gyrus (Figure 7). 

See Table 1 for details. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Activation map of the main effect of loneliness. Regions positively associated with 

loneliness are marked in red-yellow, whereas regions negatively associated with loneliness are 

marked in blue-green. Thresholded at p=0.001, z=3.1 cluster forming threshold, assessed at 

p<0.05  
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Influence of loneliness on the psychophysiological interaction of the 

anterior insula and during slow trustworthy touch  

The psychophysiological interaction analysis revealed that lonelier people had 

higher anterior insula connectivity during trustworthy slow touch in the 

cerebellum, precentral gyrus, medial temporal gyrus, parahippocampal gyrus, 

anterior superior temporal cortex and the middle frontal gyrus-orbital part, while 

they exhibited weaker connectivity of anterior insula with the superior parietal 

cortex (Figure 8). See Table 3 for details. 

 

 

Figure 8. Association of the loneliness scale with the psycho-physiological interaction of the 

bilateral anterior insula during slow trustworthy touch. Negative association of PPI with 

loneliness depicted in blue-green colour map, whereas positive association with loneliness is 

depicted in red-yellow.   
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PPI anterior insula loneliness positive (slow trustworthy > baseline)  
H Voxels N p- value Z max x y z 

Cerrebellum L 405 4.77e-07 7.15 -24 -78 -44 

Precentral Gyrus R 349 2.56e-06 6.7 32 -30 72 

Middle Temporal Gyrus L 188 0.000721 4.97 -66 -8 -20 

Amygdala L 130 0.008 4.76 -20 -6 -14 

Superior temporal gyrus L 118 0.0137 4.93 -66 -6 4 

Middle frontal gyrus- orbital  R 109 0.0207 4.87 -34 52 0 

PPI anterior insula loneliness negative (slow trustworthy > baseline)  
H Voxels N p- value Z max x y z 

Superior parietal cortex L 329 4.89e-06 6.04 26 -46 60 

 
Table 3. Peak voxels of clusters identified in the PPI analysis. Relating the interaction of the 

anterior insula activation and in the trustworthy condition > untrustworthy, during slow touch, 

with loneliness.   
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Discussion 

 In this thesis, we sought to examine the neural and behavioral underpinnings of 

the perception of social touch in lonely elderly individuals. More specifically, we 

aimed to investigate whether loneliness and trust influence the perception of 

social touch in elderly individuals, and if so, whether lonely individuals find a 

trustworthy social touch more pleasant, wanted, intense and comforting when 

compared to less lonely individuals, while they find non-trustworthy social touch, 

more distressing and less pleasant wanted or comforting than less lonely 

individuals, and whether this difference is reflected in their behavioral response 

and neural activation. This thesis further explored the connectivity of the anterior 

insula as a key part of the social brain and salience network, during slow 

trustworthy touch.  As hypothesized, we demonstrated a positive relationship of 

loneliness and activation in regions deemed part of the social brain (Frith, 2007) 

during social touch. We also found a significant association of loneliness and the 

connectivity of the anterior insula with the amygdala and the middle frontal gyrus 

among other regions, during the condition of slow trustworthy touch. We did not 

confirm the hypothesis that loneliness and perceived trust compose a significant 

interaction in the perception of social touch and in the brain activation during the 

processing of social touch. However, all of the examined main effects were 

significant and these findings shed light on the influence of trust, loneliness, and 

touch velocity on the perception and neural substrates of social touch and 

loneliness.   

 

As expected, the trust manipulation was successful. The participants transferred a 

significantly higher amount of points to the trustworthy player as compared to the 

untrustworthy. There was also a trend finding the effect of loneliness on the 

transferred amount, showing an almost significant negative relationship with 

investment. This may indicate that gaining the trust of lonely individuals is more 

difficult as compared to non-lonely. The negative relationship between trust and 

loneliness is in accordance with previously published literature (Rotenberg et al., 

2004) (Rotenberg et al., 2004). The relationship between trust and loneliness in 

the elderly is generally understudied to present day, however, Rotenberg and 

colleagues assessed the relationship between trust and loneliness by engaging 

children in the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, designed to assess reciprocal trusting 

behaviors (Rotenberg et al., 2004). The authors showed that loneliness was 

negatively correlated with every measure of trust belief and trusting behavior. The 

authors further extended their work to show that trust is similarly negatively 

correlated with loneliness in early childhood and adulthood (Rotenberg et al., 

2010). 
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 The pleasantness ratings of social touch were significantly higher for slow touch 

when compared to fast social touch. This finding is in line with studies reporting 

that social touch is found to be most pleasant at touching/brushing velocity 

ranging between 1-10 cm/s (Morrison et al., 2010). None of the other main effects 

or interactions were found significant for any of the behavioral touch ratings, 

including the interactions between trust and loneliness, failed to reach statistical 

significance. 

 

Social touch, as compared to baseline, activated the left and right rolandic 

operculum and the postcentral gyrus, also known as the primary somatosensory 

cortex. Furthermore, peaks of activation were present in the bilateral insular 

cortex, bilateral superior temporal gyrus and posterior superior temporal sulcus, 

the right precentral gyrus also known as the primary somatomotor cortex and 

cerebellum (Figure 4), which are all regions involved in primary somatosensorial 

processing of CT afferents (Gazzola et al., 2012; Olausson et al., 2002) or well-

known brain regions, previously implicated in the neural processing of social 

affective touch (Björnsdotter, Löken, Olausson, Vallbo, & Wessberg, 2009; 

Björnsdotter & Olausson, 2011; McGlone et al., 2012; Ilanit Gordon et al., 2013). 

 

The main effect of positive activation differences in social touch velocity for the 

differential contrast of fast touch > slow touch exhibited three significant clusters 

with peak voxels at right precentral gyrus, right Heschl’s gyrus and the left 

rolandic operculum. These clusters also included the bilateral posterior insula. The 

operculum is located within the secondary somatosensory cortex (Eickhoff, 

Schleicher, Zilles, & Amunts, 2005) that has been reported to be involved In 

processes including light touch (Disbrow, Roberts, & Krubitzer, 2000; Ledberg, 

O'Sullivan, Kinomura, & Roland, 1995) and tactile attention (Sinclair, 2000). 

There is a large body of evidence that the operculum is implicated in the sensory 

processing of touch and that it encodes the intensity of pain (Moulton, Gullapalli, 

Emge, Gibbs, & Greenspan, 2000); thus, we hypothesize that the higher activation 

in the operculum may be associated with the perception of higher intensity of the 

stimulus of fast touch as compared to the slow touch. These results stand in 

contrast with a study that found higher activation in the posterior insula during 

slower touch velocity as compared to faster (Björnsdotter & Olausson, 2011). The 

authors of this study used brush strokes to deliver the touch, whereas in our study, 

touch was delivered skin on skin; thus, one explanation for the contrasting finding 

could be that the participants in our study perceived the fast touch as a more 

intense social stimulus, whereas velocity in brush strokes may have the opposite 

effect.  
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The slow > fast contrast revealed one significant cluster with peak voxels at the 

right supramarginal gyrus and the right postcentral gyrus (Figure 5). The right 

supramarginal gyrus is part of the somatosensory association cortex but it has been 

demonstrated to be crucial to overcoming egocentricity bias (Silani, Lamm, Ruff, 

& Singer, 2013), opening the way for empathizing with another. Disrupting the 

neurons of the right supramarginal gyrus with transcranial magnetic stimulation, 

in the study of Silani & Lamm, 2013, increased the egocentricity bias in a task 

where participants were stroked on their left arm while shown images of 

incongruent touching stimuli happening to others, thus directly affecting the 

individual's ability to project their emotions to others (Silani et al., 2013). As this 

region has not been previously associated with empathy (Lamm, Decety, & Singer, 

2011), the authors hypothesize that the supramarginal gyrus may be associated 

with self-other representation disentanglement when being in an incongruent 

emotional state (Silani et al., 2013). Thus the activation of the right supramarginal 

gyrus in the slow>fast touch may be driven by being touched slowly by the 

untrustworthy confederate. However, this is only a speculation and requires 

further investigation as we found no significant interaction of touch velocity and 

trust. 

 

Interestingly, we found negative activation for the social touch velocity contrast. 

The primary visual cortex was deactivated more in the slow touch than during the 

fast touch, even though the visual stimulation was kept constant. This finding 

suggests that a cross-modal inhibitory process may be in place between the sensory 

and visual modality (Laurienti et al., 2002). This is in line with studies of touch, 

where the visual cortex was more deactivated for the touch of the palm as 

compared to the arm (Ilanit Gordon et al., 2013), but also auditory task difficulty, 

in which it was demonstrated that the visual cortex deactivated proportionally to 

the auditory task difficulty (Hairston et al., 2008). We speculate that the reason 

for stronger deactivation in the fast touch condition lies in the extent of higher-

order emotional or cognitive processing engaged as a result of the stimulus. 

Similarly, as in the case of the difficulty of the auditory task (Hairston et al., 2008), 

the visual cortex might deactivate more during the perception of a stimulus that 

requires engagement in higher-order processing. In the case of the auditory task, 

the stronger deactivation was related to task difficulty but not with stimulus 

intensity e.g. sound volume (Hairston et al., 2008), whereas in our case, the 

stronger deactivation is found in the slow, pleasant touch as compared to the fast 

neutral touch which may elicit more emotional valence, thus require the 

recruitment of higher emotional processing in the brain. In accordance with this 

is also the finding of increased deactivation of the bilateral primary visual cortex 
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during the untrustworthy conditions of touching as compared to trustworthy, 

which may be explained by heightened engagement of cognitive processing of 

threat, as opposed to the more relaxing experience of trustworthy social touch. 

This finding highlights the need of further investigation into cross-modal 

inhibition and the contexts by which it is modulated.  

 

The bilateral lingual gyrus showed stronger deactivation during the trustworthy 

touch as compared to the untrustworthy. The lingual gyrus, beyond visual 

processing, has been implicated in the attribution of intention to others (Brunet, 

Sarfati, Hardy-Baylé, & Decety, 2000). Brunet et al. (2000) administered 

nonverbal tasks using a comic strip to subjects in three conditions. One condition 

required subjects to attribute intentions to the characters depicted in the comic, 

whereas the other two required logical inference of only physical objects depicted 

in the comic strip scenes. They found that the activation of the lingual gyrus, 

among other regions, was present only in the condition of attribution of intentions 

to another person (Brunet et al., 2000). Taking this into account, we hypothesize 

that the social touch in the untrustworthy condition is incongruent; thus this 

region, likely involved in intention attribution, is less deactivated while in the 

congruent trustworthy touch, the lingual gyrus exhibits greater deactivation.  

The main effect of trust did not elicit a positive activation in any direction.  

 

Furthermore, as hypothesized, during social touch, loneliness was positively 

associated with the activation in many areas involved in social cognition, such as 

the operculum, superior temporal poles, fusiform gyrus, the cerebellum, bilateral 

posterior insula, left anterior insula, left caudate, middle cingulate cortex (Frith, 

2007;   Lin, Adolphs, & Rangel, 2012). All of these regions have been previously 

implicated in social cognition. The operculum and posterior insula have been 

found to be active in an MDMA drug enhanced cooperation game during 

trustworthy conditions (Gabay, Kempton, Gilleen, & Mehta, 2019), and the 

posterior insula was consistently reported to be associated with the pleasantness 

of social touch (Björnsdotter, Morrison, & Olausson, 2010; Björnsdotter & 

Olausson, 2011). Furthermore, the caudate, which is a part of the dorsal striatum, 

and the middle cingulate cortex, are both regions that have been implicated in 

social reward processing (Báez-Mendoza & Schultz, 2013; Lin, Adolphs, & Rangel, 

2012). The cerebellum has also been highlighted as a part of the social brain in 

the past decade (Hoche, Guell, Sherman, Vangel, & Schmahmann, 2016; Sokolov, 

2018; Van Overwalle, Baetens, Mariën, & Vandekerckhove, 2014). This result is 

in line with our hypothesis that, as a consequence of the increased desire to 

reconnect and interact socially, previously reported in lonely individuals, 
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loneliness is positively associated with activation of areas in the social brain during 

touch. 

 

Loneliness was negatively associated with the activity in the middle temporal 

gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, and the precentral gyrus in the left hemisphere, 

and the superior frontal gyrus in the right that harbors the dorsomedial prefrontal 

cortex. The weaker connectivity of the middle temporal gyrus has been implicated 

in increased social anxiety (Yun et al., 2017), whereas a study by Nakagawa et al. 

(2015) found that loneliness scores were negatively correlated with regional white 

matter density in the posterior superior temporal sulcus and dorsomedial 

prefrontal cortex. This may indicate that even though lonely individuals enjoy 

social touch, social anxiety is still present. 

 

Finally, the connectivity of the insula during the trustworthy slow social touch 

revealed a positive relationship with loneliness and connectivity with the left 

cerebellum, right precentral gyrus, parahippocampal gyrus i.e. amygdala, middle 

temporal gyrus, anterior superior temporal gyrus and middle frontal gyrus.   

The anterior insula and the amygdala belong to the salience network known for 

its function in dynamic selection and integration of sensory inputs (Menon, 2015). 

This network has a very important role in the motivation and interest for social 

interaction as it has been often reported to be altered in studies on autism 

spectrum disorder patients (Vinod Menon & Uddin, 2010). It is hypothesized that 

the anterior insula is involved in dynamic switching between the default mode 

network and the frontoparietal control network (Menon & Uddin, 2010). The 

increased connectivity of the anterior insula and the middle frontal gyrus, which 

is proposed to be a convergence region of the dorsal attention network and the 

salience network (Japee et al., 2015) in lonelier individuals, may mean that the 

that the trustworthy slow social touch is a more salient stimulus in lonelier 

individuals, which would be in line with our hypothesis that lonely individuals 

perceive positive social stimuli reinforced by positive social cues such as trust, as 

more salient than less lonely individuals. The increased connectivity between the 

amygdala and the anterior insula may indicate higher emotional salience of the 

trustworthy social touch of lonelier individuals. 

Limitations 
Even though we demonstrated a significant relationship of loneliness and social 

touch, our study faced several challenges and limitations. Although, forty-one 

participants is not a relatively small sample, our results could statistically benefit 

from a larger sample. Furthermore, recruiting lonely elderly individuals was 

challenging, as by definition, it is a group of individuals difficult to reach; thus, 
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the distribution of our sample is skewed towards the lower loneliness scores. Our 

conclusions rest on the assumption that our trust manipulation has external 

validity that lasts long enough to influence the perception of social touch. 

Furthermore, trustworthiness may depend on perceived attractiveness and overall 

physical appearance, and even though ratings of this variable were collected for 

the purpose of this study, they were not available for analysis at the time of 

analyzing the data for this thesis; thus, this is a limitation that only concerns this 

thesis but not the study in general. 

Conclusion 

We demonstrated that loneliness during the experience of social touch is 

significantly associated with regions of the social brain. Moreover, we 

demonstrated a positive relationship of loneliness with connectivity of the anterior 

insula to the amygdala and the middle frontal gyrus, during trustworthy slow 

touch. We did not confirm the hypothesis that lonely individuals find trustworthy 

touch to be more pleasant, wanted, intense and comforting than nonlonely, and 

we did not confirm that loneliness interacts with trust on the perception and 

neural processing of social touch. However it seems that these results indicate that 

lonelier individuals possibly perceive social touch as a more salient and rewarding 

stimulus than less lonely, and highlight the need for further exploration of social 

touch as a part of possible therapeutic interventions aimed at diminishing the 

perception of loneliness and it’s numerous detrimental health effects. 
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